
The ability to create different 
configurations and uses with a single 
system. That makes our range of 
partitioning versatile and flexible to use.  
The modular construction means that up 
to a maximum of four partition panels can 
be connected to each other easily with 
just one foot. 

Partition
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Partition whiteboard, white enamel Partition whiteboard, printed

- Writing surface of double-sided, full-colour printed steel sublimation
 - Suitable for normal to fairly intensive use
- Anodised aluminium frame with plastic corner pieces
- Stable construction
- Up to 4 walls can be joined  together with coupling elements
-  Includes two shafts, two screws, two single cover caps and a two-way straight 

wall connection
- Magnetic, dry wipe

154

- Writing surface of double-sided white enamelled steel, fused at 800°C
- Suitable for very intensive and long-term use
- Anodised aluminium frame with plastic corner pieces
- Stable construction
- Up to 4 walls can be joined  together with coupling elements
-  Includes two shafts, two screws, two single cover caps and a two-way 

straight wall connection
- Magnetic, dry wipe

Dimensions Article number
180 x 120 cm 13006.123
140 x 120 cm 13006.122
110 x 120 cm 13006.121
180 x 100 cm 13006.113
140 x 100 cm 13006.112
110 x 100 cm 13006.111
180 x 80 cm 13006.103
140 x 80 cm 13006.102
110 x 80 cm  13006.101

Feet (2 per partition) and additional coupling elements 
must be ordered separately (see p. 159

Dimensions Article number
180 x 120 cm 13006.999
140 x 120 cm 13006.999
110 x 120 cm 13006.999
180 x 100 cm 13006.999
140 x 100 cm 13006.999
110 x 100 cm 13006.999
180 x 80 cm 13006.999
140 x 80 cm 13006.999
110 x 80 cm  13006.999

Feet (2 per partition) and additional coupling elements must be 
ordered separately (see p. 158).
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Partition whiteboard Partition whiteboard

More info on 
customised 
printing?
See page 29

Made of wood from responsibly managed forests Made of wood from responsibly managed forests 
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Free-standing boards Free-standing boards



Partition pinboard, Camira

- Pinboard surface of 100% recycled, high-quality Camira fabric
-	 The	Camira		is	colourfast,	durable,	anti-lint,	flame-resistant,	washable	and		
 environmentally friendly
- Suitable for very intensive and long-term use
- Anodised aluminium frame with plastic corner pieces
- Stable construction
- Up to 4 walls can be joined  together with coupling elements
-  Includes two shafts, two screws, two single cover caps and a two-way straight 

wall connection

Dimensions Article number 
180 x 120 cm 13006.923 + colour code
140 x 120 cm 13006.922 + colour code
110 x 120 cm 13006.921 + colour code 
180 x 100 cm 13006.913 + colour code
140 x 100 cm 13006.912 + colour code
110 x 100 cm 13006.911 + colour code
180 x 80 cm 13006.903 + colour code
140 x 80 cm 13006.902 + colour code
110 x 80 cm  13006.901 + colour code

Other colours 13006.999 + colour code + size 

Feet (2 per partition) and additional coupling elements must 
be ordered separately (see next page).
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Partition pinboard

AK001 - Ratio AK003 - Fraction AK007 - Maths AK013 - Subtract AK015 - Divide AK019 - Positive

YS071 - Sandstorm YS095 - Steel YS096 - Apple YS102 - Bridgetown YS108 - Aruba YS165 - Adobo

YS079 - Panama YS097 - Bluebell YS009 - Havana YS156 - Madura YS159 - Lombok YS168 - Tortuga

Standard colours

Other colours

Made of wood from responsibly managed forests 
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Free-standing boards Free-standing boards



Description Article number
Connector plugs 
4-way 51401.053
3-way 51401.052
2-way 51401.051

Feet
Free-standing 14013.150
Wall position 14013.151
Wheeled* 14013.152

Flexible wall hook set 14010.115

Partition, accessories

158

- The modular construction means that up to a maximum of four partition panels  
 can be connected to each other easily with just one foot.
-	 Flexible	wall	hook	set:	comprising	2	flexible	wall	hooks,	white,	2	Perlon	cords		
 of 150 cm and 2 hooks to hang things on

14013.150 + 14013.151

14013.15251401.15351401.15251401.151

14010.115
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Partition accessories
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Free-standing boards


